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Which Transitions® lenses are right for you?

Transitions, the swirl, Transitions Signature, Vantage, Transitions Adaptive Lenses and XTRActive are registered trademarks and Chromea7 is a trademark of Transitions Optical, Inc., used under license by Transitions Optical Limited.  
Live the Good Light is a trademark of Transitions Optical Limited. ©2017 Transitions Optical Limited. Photochromic performance and polarization are influenced by temperature, UV exposure and lens material.    

ALL OF OUR LENSES BLOCK 100% OF UVA AND UVB RAYS.

FULL SUNINDOORS

Transitions® Signature®

LENS COLOURS: GREY BROWN GRAPHITE GREEN

FULL SUNINDOORS

Transitions® XTRActive®

LENS COLOUR: GREY

Transitions® Vantage®

PARTIAL SUNINDOORS

in partial sun

in the car

in full sun

Fully clear indoors.  
Just the right amount  
of tint outdoors.
Experience more responsivity to UV 
light in more situations with lenses that 
darken as soon as you step outdoors.

Extra protection from 
light outdoors, indoors 
and even in the car.

Protects your eyes from fatigue and 
strain caused by UV light and bright 
glare both outdoors and behind the 
windshield. 

Crisper, sharper vision 
outdoors, even in the 
brightest glare.
Variable polarization that adjusts to 
match the level of outdoor glare — 
adapting to changing light for better 
clarity and colour.

LENS COLOURS: GREY BROWN GRAPHITE GREEN

Order Point of Sale at customerservicecanada@transitions.com 
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It’s a Man’s World

Three King Size models—Adelaide,  
Brisbane and Melbourne—represent the 
foundation of the King Size brand. All 
three have the “Z” temple that gives the 
wearer the extra headroom they need 
with a well-proportioned front. “The goal 
here is to offer men with larger faces the  
ultimate in comfort by offering them the 
head room they need, and frames that can 
be fitted with the comfortable lenses they 
deserve,” says Tzelardonis.

Since its launch in 2009, WestGroupe’s 
EVATIK has become a leading men’s-only 
collection for the 30+ shoppers are looking  
for quality, stylish eyewear that is  
understated yet distinctive and on-trend.

“When we launched EVATIK, most  
collections were female-centric with a 
couple of men’s models thrown into the 
mix. EVATIK allowed us to offer a more 
robust collection for men with a wide  
variety of sizing, material and design.  
After almost eight years in the  
marketplace, EVATIK remains one of 
WestGroupe’s fastest growing brands,” says  
Beverley Suliteanu, vice-president product  
development and creative director.

Check out EVATIK model E-9142,  
created for the professional who likes to 
impress on the style front. The oversized 
square shape and dropped bridge are 
clear fashion statements. 

You will find the most popular eyewear 
trend for 2017 in the mixed-material 
model E-9145. This vintage round shape 
takes us back to the popular 90s styling.  

Adjustable nose pads ensure added   
comfort and stability for those with a 
shallow nose bridge and higher cheekbones.

High gloss Japanese acetate reaches 
new heights in EVATIK model E-9147.  
Harking back to the 1960s, this square 
shape with gradient colouring and a 
dropped bridge provides clean design 
and subtle branding. 

Ronor’s Jenny Tzelardonis says that between their Nordic and King 
Size collections the optician can find everything she needs. “King Size 
is for larger faces, Nordic Slim is for smaller faces and Nordic Core 
offers the ‘main street’ styling that covers everything in between.”

Nordic Baker and Harris are two hot new releases at the top of  
Tzelardonis’ best-seller list. “Baker has a very clean look that fits  
really well and looks great on almost everyone. Harris is a nice acetate 
frame that’s just the right size. The contour is not too bold so as to be 
intimidating, and the temple is nicely rounded so it is thinner, lighter 
and very comfortable.”

[  mod. E-9142 ]

[  mod. E-9147 ]

[  mod. Harris ]

[  mod. Melbourne ]

How do eyewear designers see the trends? What developments are they excited about?  
Envision: seeing beyond asked several leading designers for brief comments.

“BiG and BiG! The new trend in men’s optical is larger 
frames with deeper ‘B’ box; in other words, ‘manly’ 
frames are in fashion for men!” Mehran Baghaie,  

designer and director, Spectacle Eyeworks
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Oliver Goldsmith, designer and third generation head 
of London-based Oliver Goldsmith Eyewear comes 
from a long line of designers to celebrities and, indeed,  
royalty (see our designer profile on Goldsmith in the  
September/October 2014 issue). Distributed in Canada by 
Prisme Optical Group, Goldsmith has designed frames 
for Lord Snowdon, Michael Caine, Peter Sellers and John 
Lennon, among others. To say his brand is synonymous 
with quality is an understatement.

The OGX collection, introduced in 2013, was an instant 
success. Created in Japan, the first series were exclusively  
titanium, including the nose pads. For 2017, acetate  
designs have been introduced in addition to frames with 
aluminum eyepieces and acetate temples.

Be sure to check out the TERRY model, a men’s flat 
metal with retro brow detail, the LEVY, a metal-acetate  
combination piece and RICH, a stainless steel oval 
frame with beautiful embossed detailing. Prisme Optical  
President, Richard Stortini, says: “Whether bold acetate  
or skinny metals, OG makes the 21st century man  
masculine—without question!” 

Plan “B” Eyewear, brings men two collections designed just for them. Headlines features oversized designs 
in metal with micro-thin acetates, brushed metals, textured bridges and smooth edges. They beg to be touched 

and the attention to detail stands up to close scrutiny with 11 new models presenting streamlined design and a dash 
of colour for a bit of zing. Some models are made of lightweight and hypoallergenic aluminum.

A new luxury men’s collection, Stagg Spectacles, is an exciting addition to the men’s frame market, “cutting a swath 
through the mundane”, as president Paul Storace notes. “These are bold, unique and unquestionably masculine.  
We particularly love the block and beta titanium construction, alongside Mazzucchelli acetates.”

Stagg Spectacle frames show zealous attention to detail, featuring five and seven-barreled hinges and mitred joints. There 
are 13 models, 10 in the highest quality acetate and three in block and beta titanium. The frames aspire to great things; 
each one is named after an important and influential man in fiction or history. Colours like bold orange, blue and 
red sit alongside exquisite torts and multi-layered browns. Colour techniques and finishes used in the collection 
are amongst the most advanced in the industry. 

“It is an exciting time in men’s eyewear as over the last couple of years, men have 
really stepped up their interest in fashion. I love the ‘re-invention of the classics’ 

trend, as some of the best eyewear designs came from past eras.  Putting a modern 
twist on it makes it new and fresh.”

Beverly Suliteanu,   
director and vice president of product development, 

WestGroupe

DESIGNERS SPEAK TO TRENDS

[  mod. Martin ]

[  mod. Terry ]
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September 14  - 16

October 6  - 9 zig-eyewear.com

While final 
nu mb e r s  
have yet to  
be released,  
it’s already 

apparent that International 
Vision Expo East (VEE) 2017 
was a major success. That was 
certainly the case for several 
Canadian companies that  
attended the event at the  
Jacob K. Javits Convention 
Center in New York City 
from March 31-April 2.
“It was a great show,”  
enthused Mehran Baghaie, 
designer and director with 
Vancouver-based Spectacle 
Eyeworks. “VEE is always 
our most important show 
and this year there was lots of 
buzz on the floor and a very 
good vibe. The American 
economy is strong and our 
numbers were very good.”

Event
By JoAnne Sommers

WestGroupe also enjoyed a successful 
show, said Michael Suliteanu, president of 
the St-Laurent, QC-based company. “We 
launched a new booth at this year’s show, 
which created a lot of excitement and buzz 
for our company. And our customers were 
thrilled with our new spring/summer  
releases for KLiiK denmark, Fysh UK,  
Evatik and Superflex,” he said.
The new booth was a great environment  
in which to highlight WestGroupe’s  
collections, Suliteanu said. ”It really  
showcased who we are as a company. 
We received a tremendous outpouring of 
support from our customers and friends in 
the Canadian optical community. It made 
us very proud to be a part of this amazing 
industry.”
VEE is a key optical show for North  
Americans who want to see the trends and 
new products currently on the market.  
Adrian Maas, executive vice president 
of Perfect Optical, in Montreal, found it  
interesting to see some of the U.S.-specific 
brands that are not distributed in Canada.
“There are distinct differences in the  
Canadian and U.S. markets,” said Maas. 
“Canada is ahead of the U.S. in terms of 
colour and styling, although the U.S. has 
made progress in recent years.”
Maas said he noticed a trend to more 
rounded, deeper frame shapes at this year’s 
VEE, adding that vintage styles are very 

strong. “Manufacturers are really pushing 
an early-‘80s retro look.”
Perfect Optical took the opportunity 
to introduce its Canadian clients to the 
new Eddie Bauer collection, which will  
officially be launched in May. “We’re  
adding this signature collection to our 
portfolio. While the line existed before, it is 
now being manufactured by the Charmant 
Group, which means the frames feature 
better quality, finishing and design.”
The response to the new collection was 
very positive, said Maas, noting that  
Eddie Bauer has more than 90 per cent 
brand recognition. “We think it will do 
very well,” he said.
“We’re thrilled with the feedback from  
attendees and exhibitors,” said Melissa  
Ashley, senior vice-president of the show’s 
organizer, Reed Exhibitions. “Some  
exhibitors have noted their strongest 
sales activity in years, and attendees have  
indicated strong buying activity as well as 
positive feedback on the eyewear and lens 
technology offerings available.”
International Vision Expo East will return 
to the Javits Center from March 16-18, 
2018. 
And mark your calendars for Vision Expo 
West (VEW), which will take place at 
the Sands Expo in Las Vegas, NV from  
September 13-16, 2017.  nE

Canada is ahead 
of the U.S. in terms of 

colour and styling, 
although the U.S. has 

made progress in 
recent years.

“

”

A Clear Success
VEE 2017:
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   In the News
Opal Special SW 40th Anniversary Collector’s  

Edition Sunglasses

Essilor Instruments International Launches its 
Pro-ETM 600 Edger

FYSH UK Spring 2017 Collection

Opal and Parasite have come together in 
a rebel alliance to to create the buzz of 
2017 with STAR WARSTM 40th-anniversary  
sunglasses.
Inspired by the famous droid C-3PO, these 
sunglasses are available in different colour 
combinations with superior-quality mirror  
lenses. They come with a removable  

clip and a special collector’s 
edition box with two distinct  

compartments to keep the 
sunglasses and their optional  

clip safely separate.

C-3PO#1 is a gold frame combined with 
gold mirror lenses and C-3PO#2 combines 
a black satin-finish frame with gold mirror 
lenses, while C-3PO#3 offers a gold frame 
with red multilayer finish lenses. Die-hard 
STAR WARSTM fans may get the special  
Collector’s case, containing all three  
models.
Only 3,000 pairs of these unique sunglasses  
have been created. 

Essilor introduces the Pro-ETM 600 edger, designed for productivity with a  
holistic approach to finishing lenses, combining traditional wet edging with the 
versatility, precision, and speed of milling.
This equipment offers plenty of advantages: 
• It is 40 to 50 per cent faster than traditional table-tops, 
• Can process the most complex of shapes and mountings,
• Users can customize all aspects of lens finishing, including engraving and  

creative shapes.

[  mod. F-3572 ]

[  mod. F-3574 ]

[  The collector’s edition box ]

The durability and robustness of the Pro E 600 has been confirmed through 18 months of rigorous field testing in a 
multitude of conditions and environments, and includes the gold-standard coverage and support infrastructure Essilor 
Technologies is famous for. It is the perfect edging system for any higher volume ECP or integrated retailer, or for a lab 
seeking a top-end precision and specialty instrument at an affordable cost. 

Playing to its strengths—glamour, colour and innovative design—FYSH 
UK launches seven new styles for Spring 2017. With intricate patterns 
designed to highlight each woman’s femininity, the collection mixes the 
hottest fashion runway looks with bright colours that reflect the pantone 
trends for the season. Innovative materials and finishes add an additional 
touch of refinement to these unique frames.
F-3572 is a modified cat eye shape constructed from a triple laminate  
Mazzucchelli acetate featuring a solid leopard print pattern on the front 
and the temples. Available in Brown Leopard, Blue Leopard, Grey Leopard  
and Red Leopard, this bold motif creates a fiercely feminine and on-trend 
look. 
Made of high gloss marble inspired acetate, F-3574 is an extremely  
polished and modern frame. Featuring OBE UNO 90-degree hinges this 
model is available in a rich colour palette of Grey Marble, Turquoise  
Marble, Black Marble and Caramel Marble.
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